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INTHODUCTION

SUMMARY OF THE PARENT TEACHER ASSOCIATION MOVEMENT

Mothers' meetings, inaugurated in 1885, in connection with
the kindergarten movement in the United States, seem to have been
the precursors of the Parent Teacher Associations.

A mothers'

conference was called by a kindergarten training teacher in Chicago in 1894.

Three years later, a National Congress of Mothers

was called in Washington, D. C. by a group of mothers in which the
interest of all little children, the home, and the community were
discussed.

A permanent organisation of mothers was formed at the

time, and plans for the study of problems related to child welfare

were developed.

In 1900 a formal charter was granted this organ-

ization in the District of Columbia.
Mothers and teachers discovered that they could accomplish

more if united into a cooperative organization than was possible

when each worked separately.

The Parent Teacher Associations came

into existence in response to this expressed need.

Other organi-

zations with various names, but similar purposes, came into existence also and united into this national organisation.

Among them

were parents' leagues, home and school associations, mothers'
leagues, mothers' pre-school circles, reading circles, etc.

In

1908 the National Congress of Mothers changed its name to include
Parent Teacher Associations, and in 1915 a ne* charter was secured.
In 1924, the name was again changed to the National Congress of

Parents and Teachers .

The movement has developed until the Parent

Teacher Association has become the dam i neurit national activity of
parents and teachers.

Associations hays been organized in every

state, in Alaska, and in Hawaii.

State organisations in all states

are now affiliated with the national organisation.

*1

It is es.

timated that complete membership, including organisations not affiliated with the state or national association would well total over

a million and a half members.
The national organization, oalled The national Congress of

Parents and Teachers, is made up of state branches, which are in
turn made up of local organisations.

There are many local organ-

isations that do not belong to state or national organisations.

The majority of reasons for not belonging to the state or national

organizations are:

(l)

they see no benefit in joining the state

or national organisations;

(3) the local organisations feel that

they can accomplish just as much independently as the higher organisations;

(3) the

ganization.

factor of having to pay dues to the higher or-
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STAraffiNT OP

VWBIM

of the Parent
There has been much discussion as to the value

Teacher Associations

.

In almo.t every community there Is found thte

organisation Is a very widetype of organisation, and elnce this
to account for its
spread one, there must be some plausible reason

Teacher Association
The primary purpose of the Parent

existence.

between the home and the
ie to bring about closer relationships
school.

is effected is not defTo what extent this relationship

that this institution should
initely known, but it seems logical

between the parent and the
bring about a clearer understanding
teacher.

however, that such a
There is no conclusive evidence,

relationship has actually been achieved.

It is the purpose of this

not the above mentioned relationship
etudy to find out whether or

bearing it ha. upon those concerned.
is effected, and if so, the

A secondary purpose, furthermore,

not an
is to discover whether or

value.
organisation of this type has any

The main issue, of this

study are:

Association an asset to the
Is the Parent Teacher

(1).

community?
(3).

I. it

the child, and
a benefit to the parent, to

to the teacher?
(3)

.

(4)

.

while?
Are the meetinge worth

considered worth while by
I. the organisation
echool superintendents?

.4.

(5)

.

Are there any constructive criticisms or profit-

able suggestions which may be made for the better-

ment of the organisation?
(6)

.

Are the scholastic grades of the pupils advanced
as a result of the work of this organisation?

COLLECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF DATA
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COLLSCTIOH Or DATA

part
The questionnaire wae ohoaen as the beat method to secure

wae to be obtained
of the data for thle etudy, since Information

from the parenta of the children attending achool.

There ia, how-

for securing
ever, a limitation to the nee of the questionnaire

not be answered, and
data, because all of the questionnaires will

some of them will be answered incompletely.

However, in the face

be the most logical where
of this limitation, the method appears to
persons are desired upon specific
the opinions of a large nunber of
issues.
the preaident of the
A short introductory paragraph written by

inserted at the head of the
Amherst Parent Teacher Association was
questionnaire.

atat.d that information
In thi. paragraph it was

and
the questionnaire was desired,
upon the following question, of
according
to reveal their opinion,
those anawering were reque.t.d
to their

fling, and

.heet in the enJudgment and to return the

who gave it to the child.
cloaed envelope to the teacher

It wa.

given would be held confidential.
aleo .tated that all information
purely paywa., for the moat part,
The purpoae of thi. paragraph
ea.ily obtained
of thi. type i. mo.t
chological, .ince information
questionnaire
note i. added. The
when a per.onal and more friendly
....ntial
while .till oontaining the
was made a. .hort as po.sible,
questionnaire, are
been found that short
point., because it has

long ones.
more readily an.wered than

.6.

twenty qu..tions bearThe questionnaire in this study contained

ing upon the issues aforementioned.

The question* w»re mad* ae short

were easily answered by
as possible, and were worded so that they
"Yes" or "No."

were set up
It will be noticed that the questions

related— 1,3; 3,4; etc., up
in such • manner that tney were closely
the queries
In these series of questions both of

haw

different quantity.
as their aim the same objective, but in

For

to 19,30.

questions are stated:
example, in series 1 and 3 the

m

regularly?*
Amherst Parent Teacher Association

"Do you attend

The second

has the word sometimes .
question, in place of the word regularly ,
the reason that some people *re
These series were so arranged for

attend only occasionally.
constant attendants, whereas others
easier for tho.e concerned to
Accordingly, therefore, it was much
double question system applies
answer simply with one word. Tui.
questionnaire.
»l.o to the remainder of the

Another reason for

was to
easily answered was that it
making the question, short and

profe.sional
walks of xife-merchants,
be sent to people from all
etc.
men, farmers, day-laborer. .

that the
It will be seen then,

the
so constructed that one from
aue.tionnair. would have to be
and
more educated could understand
lower classes as well atf on.
questionnaire were
be placed on the
an.wer it. The question, to
As.ooiation
of the Parent Teacher
discussed with both the pre.ident
work wa. to
within who., .ytem th.
and the school .up.rintend.nt

b. done.

superintendent of the school.
Permission was given by the

.

obU»ini»* usees .ary da*., and to
to uss the record* desired for

uss the school children a. the

HUM

Ths tseoh-

of distribution.

queetionnairee were to bs
•rs of tho children to who. ths

«twn

were returned.
wara a.k.4 to sss that ths quoetioro*vire.

In ordsr

be ssnt to *
thut not mors than ono questionnaire

horns,

ths edV

record, tn ths superintsndenf.
dress*. war. taken from ths family

whom ths quest ionnaire.
Thsr. we. no dieorlmination a. to

offioe.

oneelops w.r*
The questionnaire and a return

were to ue ssnt.

Ths.s addre...d snvslope.

pieced in a s.alsd. addr.s.sd snoops.

qusstionneirs
to whoss parsnts ths
wers K iv.n out to the ohUdren
w.rs to b. giv.n out u»d
ehe.ts were to n;o f the queetionneire.

collected within a space of two

This .sthod s.ee^d to bs

—Vs.

ssnt
all of the quest ionneire.
very .uccsssful. sii». practically

out were returned.

TM

.oh.ol

»h. «ho.l.

MM

for

«...

»*>

«.r.

u*m

vrm»™*

fro-

"»

P-rpo- of doto-lnln,,

MM

mm, mnmm we*** *• "*
lag

KM

opinion, of

tl o» ...

—

*M

«

MnMra'

*°*"

am am

— .^..lon. owning

ol„U,n ..r. .on.l..a

shsst

«* to>

or no. to. P-r.n.

rtWWW* on U. N-

«*«. "r «,

Crl.lol«.

***

f

Th.

wcord. of

~

»">° l

-»—«

.h. *.r.n«

*~oh.r *»o-

-» - «~

»*
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There may be criticisms relative to the value of this questionno absolute truth
naire, because It represent* mere opinions, and

regarding the questions.

This point is conceded, however, but the

Investigated In this study
value of many things such as those being
is determined

by the beliefs and feelings in regard

themselves.
than by any facts or principles within

to them, rather
It Is therefore

values la this rebelieved th*t the best method of investigating

concerned rather than to theogard is to seek opinions frcm those

and value.
rize In regard to the logic of technique

.

CLASSIFICATIOH OF DATA

The data used for

thU

from the
clae.if ication was taken

obtained In the oue.tionnairee.

The.. r..ults .how the

in the
fro. the anew.r. obtained
total number and percentage

tionnaires

^
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Question* Number 1 and 2

1. Do you attend the .Amherst p.

fl.

a. ragulurlyT

2. Do you attend the Anherat p. T. A. sometimes ?

No.

$

Coses answering yes to question number 1

42

8.2

Cases answering yes to question number 2

189

37.6

126

25.2

146

29.0

Cases answering
1

no,

to questions number

and 2

Cases not answering either question

number 1 or 2

Questions Number 3 and 4

3. Do you believe that the Amherst p. T. A. does much good?

4. Do you believe that the Amherst p. T. A. does some goodT

Ho.

%

Cases answering yea to question number 3

140

27.8

Casss answering yes to question number 4

166

33.C

23

4.6

173

34.6

Cases answering no to questions number

3 and 4

Cases not answering either question

number 3 or 4

Queetiona Hvaiber 5 Mid 6

from th. 1»chlldran receive SSgh benefit
your
believ.
you
5. Do

bar at P. T.

.. g.

^.

c*Uar™

b.Xi.«.

nerst P. f

.

r.o.l,.

»™«* "~

«*

^

A.?

No.

£

5
to queation number

X13

23.2

ouastion number 6
Caaa. answering 221 to

153

34.0

38

?.6

188

39.8

C»ae. answering

Cases e».*ering

jfis

ng.

*° quaationa ntmber

5 and 6

either queatlon
Caaaa not anawaring

number 5 or 6
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Ouestions Number 7 and 8

7. Do you believe you receive much benefit from the Amherst P. T. A.?

8. Do you believe you receive some benefit from the Amherst P. T. A.?

No.

$

7

108

21.4

Cases answering yes to question number 8

133

36.4

Cases answering yes to question

mower

Cases answering no to questions number
7 and 8

56

11.29

Cases not answering either question number
7 or 8

nos

4i.o
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Questiona Number 9 and 10

9. Do you beliere that the community as a whole benefit* much

from the Amherst P. T. A.?

10. Do you believe that the community ae a whole benefits some

from the Amherst P. T. A.?

Mo.

$

Cases answering yes to question number 9

158

31.4

Cases answering S31 *° <H*sstion number 10

129

35.6

28

5.S

187

37.4

Cases answering no to questions number
9 and 10

Cases not answering either number 9 or 10

7
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Quest ions Number 11 and 13

11. Do you believe the Amherst P. T. A. makes for a much better under-

standing between parents and teachers?

better
13. Do you believe that the Amherst P. T. A. makes for some
understanding between parents and teachers

No.

>

Cases answering yes to question number 11

30C

41.0

to question number 13

90

13.8

39

5.8

198

35.3

Cases answering

jjgs

Cases answering

no.

to questions nunber

11 and 13

Cases answering neither question nunber

11 nor 13

-re-

cusation* Number 13 and 14

A. makes for a such better
13. Do y<m believe the Amherst P. T.

understanding between teacher and child?
A. makes for sage better
14. Do you believe the Amherst P. T.

understanding between teacher and child?

No.

i

ntwber 13
Cases answering 2£± to question

158

31.4

mwber 14

109

31*8

41

8.1

194

38.8

Cases answering ^es to question

Cases answering

no. to

questions number

13 and 14
number
Cases not answering either question

13 or 14
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Questions Number 15 and 16

15. Have you met

fall

of the teacher* of yotir children?

16. Have you met some of the teachers of your children?

Ho.

4

Cases answering yes to question number 15

38

5.4

Caees answering yes to question number 16

307

41.2

Cases answering no to questions number

17.2

15 and 16

Cases not answering either question number

15 or 16

171

34.2

Questions Number 17 and 18

17. Are you well acquainted with all of the teacher* of your

children?

18. Are you wall acquainted with some of the teachers of your

children?

No.

$

Cases answering yea to question number 17

39

7.6

-nswering ye a to question number 18

131

36.4

168

33.4

16*

38.8

Cases

Cases answering no to questions number

17 and 18

Cases not ana.verlng either question number
17 or 18
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Questions Number 19 and 30

19. Do you receive much enjoyment from attending the Jmheret P. T. A.?

30. Do you receive some enjoyment from attending the Amherst P. T. A.?

No.

i

Cases answering yea to question number 19

136

37.0

Cases answering yes to question rnanber 30

93

19.3

68

35.7

305

41.0

Cases answering no to questions number

19 and 30

Cases not answering either question number

19 or 30

GRAPHICAL PRESENTATIONS OP DATA

The oar graphs in the following figures show the results in

percentages of those answering the questions of the questionnaire
These graphs wsre made

positively, negatively, and indifferently.

in order to show the comparative differences between the different

classifications.

There is a graph for each single series.. that is,

a graph for the series of questions 1 and

2,

3 and 4, etc.

The

data used in the graphs were taken from the classification of data,

where the data from the questionnaires were classified.
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FIGURE VI

Graph allowing the percent of positive, negative and indifferent cases in the series of questions 3 and 4.
3. Do you believe that the Amherst Parent Teacher Associ-

ation does much good?
4. Do you believe that the Amherst Parent Teacher Association does some good?

23

166

140

HO

Some

Much
Positive

Indifferent

Negative

4.6$

60,8$

Total number of cases represented

173

—

502

34.6$

FIGUBE VII

Graph showing the percent of positive, negative end indifferent casos in series of questions 5 and 6.
5. Do you Believe your children receive mush benefit from
Parent teacher Association?
Amherst
the

6. Do you eelieve your children receive some benefit from
the Amherst Parent Teacher Association?

US

152

38

Latch

Some

NO

Positive

Indifferent

Negative
?.6#

54.2#

Total number of cases represented

189

—

502

39.8$

TIQOBE VIII
Graph showing the percent of positive, negative and indifferent eases in the series of questions 7 and 8.
7. Do you Believe you receive

much benefit from the

Amherst Parent Teacher Association?

you receive some benefit from the
Association?
Teacher
Amherst Parent
8. Do you believe

108

133

56

Much

Some

No

Positive

Indifferent

Negative

11.39$

47.8$

Total number of oases represented

205

—

503

41.0$

FIGURE IX
1

Graph showing the percent of positive, negative and indifferent cases in the series of questions 9 and 10.

a whole benefits
Association?
Teacher
much from the Amherst Parent
9. Do you believe that the community as

10. Do you believe that the community as a whole benefits
some from the Amherst Parent Teacher Association?

s
—

158

129

28

187

Some

No

Indifferent

linen

Negative

Positive

5.0$

57.0^

Total nunber of cases represented

HiP-t+H-HH

H-rr+H-rtrffi

—

503

37.4$

FIGURE X

Graph showing the percent of positive, negative and indifferent cases in the series of questions 11 and 12.
11. Do you believe that the Amherst Parent Teacher Association makes for a much better understanding between parents
and teachers?
12. Do you believe that the Amherst Parent Teacher Association makes for some better understanding between parents
and teachers?

206

90

Much

Some

Positive

29

No

Indifferent

Negative

5.84

54.8$

Total number of cases represented

177

—

502

35.2#

FIGURE XI

Graph showing the percent of positive, negative and indifferent cases in tne series of questions 13 and 14.
13. Do you believe the Amherst Parent Teacher Association
makes for a much better understanding between teacher and chill?

14. Do yon believe the Amherst Parent Teacher Association
make* for a some better understanding between teacher and child?

I
15B

109

41

134

Much

Some

No

Indifferent

Negative

Positive

8.1#

53.2#

Total number of cases represented

—

502

38 • 8$
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FIGURE XIII

Graph showing the percent of positive, negative and indifsrent cases in the eerie* of questions 17 end 18,
17. Ire you
lldren?

*#H

acquainted witty

ejj^

fee teao

18. Are you well acquainted with some of

n^ ifctjCTK
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[flf

hildrent

HI:

m
168

39

Nagatjifi

33.4$

Total

maber

of oa

sented

—

503
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INTEHPHETATION Of DATA

The data from the questionnaires is to be interpreted on the

basis of the total number of positive and negative oases in each

pair of questions.

The positive oases are those that answered

yes to the questions, and the negative oases are those that answer-

ed

no..

In questions 1 and 2 the results from the 500 questionnaires

show that 43 oases, or 8.2$, attend the Parent Teacher Association
regularl7, 189, or 37 .6$, attend sometimes, and 126, or 25.*.$, do

not attend at all.

was 145, or 29$.

The number of indifferent cases in this series

The indifferent oases in this series of questions

are to be interpreted as never attending the Parent Teacher Association meetings.

The total number of positive cases is 231, or

is 271, or 54*.
45#, and the total number of negative oases

This

or
shows that out of 500 oases returning the questionnaire, 229,

meetings part of the time.
45.8*, attend Parent Teacher Association

and 4, 140 cases, or
In the second series, questions number 3
that the Amherst Parent Teacher
27.8#, answered that they believed

answered that
Association does much good' 166 oases, or 33.6*.
cases, or 4.6*. answered that it
they believed it did some good; 23

indifferent cases.
did no good, and there were 173, or 34.6*,

The

or 60.8*; the total number
total number of positive cases is 306,

of negative cases is 33. or 4.6*.

The indifferent cases her. are

classify them either in the po.iset aside, a. it is impossible to

-o2-

tive or in the negative, since by not answering the question it is

not known whether they believe the Parent Teachar Association does
some good or not, but the best guess is that they believe in the
negative.

By comparing the total number of positive oases in ques-

tions 1 and 2 with the total positive answers in questions 3 and 4,
there is found to be a difference of 75 cases, or 15$.

With thi»

difference in the positive, the difference seems to indicate that

although these 75 cases have never attended the Parent Teacher Association meetings, they believe it does some good.
The totals for the series of questions number 5 and 6 are; 112
cases, or 32.3$, believe that their children receive much benefit

reported
from the Parent Teacher Aesociation; 153 oases, or 34#,
cases,
that they believed their children received some benefit; 38

received no
or 7.6#, answered that they believed their children
of indifbenefit, and there was a total of 189 cases, or 39.8$,

ferents.

series is 265,
The total number of positive cases in this

negative.
or 52.6*, with 38 cases, or 7.6#, in the

The number of

and 4 is 306, or 60.8*,
positive caees in the series of questions 3
positive cases in the series
and comparing this with the number of
difference of 31 cases, or 8.3*.
of question. 5 and 6 gives a

This

of cases believe their chilindicates that not so large a number

Parent Teacher Association a. do
dren receive benefit from the
those

Teacher Association doe. some
who believe that the Parent

good.

and 2 with series 3 and 4, it
However, by comparing series 1

will be noted that a larger number of cases believe that their children receive benefit from the Parent Teacher Association them the

number of oases that attend the Parent Teacher Association.
difference here is 7.6$.

The

The results of this series of questions,

5 and 6, indicate that a majority of cases believe that their children benefit by the Parent Teacher Association.
The totals for the neat series of questions, numbers 7 and 8,
are; 108 cases or 21.4$, believe that they receive much benefit from
the Parent Teacher Association, 133 oases, or 26.4$, believe that

they receive some benefit from the Association, 56 cases, or 11.2$,

believe that they receive no benefit, and the number of indifferent
cases was 205, or 41.0$.

The total number of positive cases in this

or
series is 341, or 47.8$, and the total number of negatives, 56,

11.2$.

in this
In a comparison of the number of positive answer*

difference of 10
series with series 1 and 2, there is found to be a
cases, or 2.8#.

With series

7

and 8 having the benefit of the dif-

order to benefit personally
ference, this seems to indicate that in

by the Parent Teacher Association, it

is

necessary to attend the

or a.9& that do not attend
meetings, although there are 10 cases,

that believe they receive some
Parent Teacher Association meetings,

benefit from the Association.

A comparison of

7 and 8

with series

the difference being in favor
5 and 6 reveals a difference of 4.8*.
do not
show, tnat some, although they
of 5 and 6. This difference
do
the Parent Teacher Association,
believe they receive benefit from

-

-

believe that their children receive some benefit.

A comparison be-

tween the series of questions 3 and 4, and 7 and 8, gives a differ-

ence of I3t in favor of series 3 and 4.

This difference seems to

indicate that there are some who believe that the Parent Teacher

Association does some^ood, but that they do not receive benefit from
it personally.

From the results recorded in the series of questions 9 and 10
the totuls are:

158, or 31. 4$, believe that the community as

a whole

is benefited by the Parent Teacher Association; 129, or 25.6$, believe

that the caaminity receives some benefit; 28, or 5.6$, believe that

the conmunity receives no benefit, and 187 oases, or 37. 4#, were

indifferent.

The total number of positive is 287, or 57#, and the

total number of negative cases are 28, or 5.G0.

The results of

questions bethese questions show that the majority answering the

Teacher Associlieve that the community is benefited by the Parent
ation.

#ith numbers
A comparison of the totals in series 9 and 10

1 and 2 give a a difference of 12#.

This variation indicates that

attending the Parent Teacher
there are twelve per cent of those not
is oenef ited by
Association who believe that the community

it

.

A

7 and 8 give, a difference
comparieon of series 9 and 10 «ith series

of

9.3*,,

the difference.
with series 9 and 10 benefiting by

This

percentage believing that the comindicate, that there is a larger

who benefit by it personally. A
Bunity is bonef ited than those
a larger
9 and 10 indicate, that
Comparison of series 3 and 4 with
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percentage of those believing that the Parent Teacher Association
does some good than those believing that the community as a whole is

benefited by it.

The difference here is 3.8*, which is really not

large enough to Justify a reliable and definite conclusion.
The results from the series of questions 11 and 13 show that 206
eases, or 41.0$, believe that the Parent Teacher Association makes

for a much better understanding between the prent and the teachers,
90 cases, or 15.8$, believe that it makes for some better understandoases, or
ing, 39 cases, or 5.6$, answered in the negative, and 194

35.4$, were indifferent.

This result, with 297 positive oases, or

by a great major59.6$, and 89 negative cases, or 5.8$, showe that
Association makes for a
ity it is believed that the Parent Teacher
the teachers.
much better understanding between the prent and

A

gives a differcomparison between series 11 and 13, and 1 and 3,
13.
ence of 14.6* in favor of series 11 and

This indicates that

meetings
the Parent Teacher Association
IA.SK> of those not attending
for a better understanding bebelieve that the Association makes

tween parent and teacher.
questions 13 and 14 are that 158
The total, of the series of
create,
the Parent Teacher Association
oases, or 31.4*. believe that

teacher and ohild, 109 cases,
a much better understanding between

understanding, 41
make, for some better
or 31.8*. belie*, that it
a better underit doe. not make for
oases, or 8.2*, believe that
indifferent case. i. 194, or 38.8*.
standing, and the number of

Tn.

results from this series of questions show that there were 267 positive cases, or 53$, as compared with 41 negative eases, or 8.2$.

This indicates that by a large majority of eases those answering
the questionnaire believe that there is a better understanding

brought about by the Parent Teaoher Association.

A comparison of

the total positive cases in this series with the total positive

cases in series 1 and 2 indicates that some not attending the meetings believe that a better understanding is brought about.

The

difference in the number of positive cases in this comparison is
7.3$, with this difference in favor of series 13 and 14.
In the series of questions 15 and 16 the results are;

38

cases, or 5.4$ have net all the teachers of their children; 207 oases,

or U..34 have met some of their children's teachers; 86 cases, or
17.2$, have not met any of their children* s teachers, and 171 coses,

or 34.2$ were indifferent.

The total resulting is 345, or 46.6$,

and the total negative response equals 86 cases, or 17. 2£.

The

questionnaires were checked to see if those attending the Parent

Teacher Association had metthe teachers of their children.

This

investigation shewed that a very small percentage of those attending the Parent Teacher Association meetings had not met their children's teachers.

The percentage in this was 3.2$.

The totals of the questions in the next series, questions num-

ber 17 and 18 are:

39 cases, or 7.6$, reported that they were well

acquainted with their children's toaohers; 131 oases or 26$, that
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they were well acquainted with some of their children's teachers;
lu8, or 32.6$, that they were not well acquainted with any of their

children's teachers.

The total positive cases are 170, or 33.6$,

and 168 negative oases, or 33.6$, and 164, or 32.8$, indifferent.
The results of this series as compared with series one and two indicates a difference of 61 cases, or 12.2$.

That is, 61 oases, or

12.2$, of those attending the Parent Teacher Association meetings

are net

r/ell

acquainted with their children 1 s teachers.

The totals^n the series of questions 19 and 20 are;

136 cases,

or 27$, answered that they received much enjoyment from attending

the Parent Teacher Association meetings;

93 cases, or 19.2$, that

they received some enjoyment; 205 cases, or 41.0$ were indifferent.
There were 168, or 35.6$, that answered in the negative.

In com-

parison of this series with series 1 and 2, it is seen that there
is a difference of two oases, or that two oases attending the

Association meetings did not enjoy then.
The superintendents, when classified, were placed into two

classifications— those favoring the Parent Teacher Association, and
those not favoring the Parent Teacher Association.

The

-

tatements

Association are;
set forth by those favoring the Parent Teacher
(1)

.

Children receive benefit chiefly because of better
feeling between parent and teacher.

(2)

.

Teacher
The schools benefit ^eatly from the Parent

Association.

-sa-

te).

The community as a whole benefits somewhat.

(4)

The Parent Teacher Association benefits the parente

.

in that it brings before then the school sb it is

today.

Due to the many ohages in the educational

system from time to time, many people do not real,
ize that the educational system is different in

many reapeots from that of a few years

ap;o.

The

Parent Teacher Association tries to keep up with
this progress in bringing before the parents noted

educators to speak on the newer developments in
education.
(5)

.

The Parent Teacher Association is beneficial to the

school in that teachers becoming acquainted with
the parents discuss more freely school problems

with them.
the
Statements put forth by those superintendents not favoring

Parent Teacher Association are:
(1).

The Parent Teacher Association here, instead of

being constructive, has been destructive because
politics have been allowed to enter the Association.

By letting themselves be drawn into poli-

the
tics they have interfered seriously with

school* s policies.
(?).

to be beneThe Parent Teacher Association claims

ficial in that it helps the shcools.

It is in
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reality a purely social organisation.

A social

organization is worth while if those belonging to
it receive benefit from it, but this association

does not seem to fulfill its obligations in rela-

tion to the

t*ns

for which the organisation stands.

both sides of
It seems that there are conclusive arguments on
set
the case in respect to the opinions of school superintendents

No doubt both sides have an equal right to their likes

forth here.

and dislikes for the Parent Teacher Association.

The writer feels that

Parent Teacher Assoin view of the fact that there are successful

successful leaderciations, their success is due in a large part to
the Parent Teacher
ship, and the remainder of those taking part in

Association.
taken from
There is also material concerning superintendents
the book "Parents and Teachers" by Mason.

This datftAs based upon

city sohools regardtestimonies received from 170 superintendents of
Associations.
ing their attitude toward Parent Teacher

The results

were as follows:
(1)

.

170 testimonies received

(2)

.

136 entirely favorable

(3)

.

11 doubtful or opposed

(4)

.

30 non-committal

(5)

.

3 opposed

*3

a large majority the opinions of
The above data seem to indicate in
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euperintendents were favorable .

However, their reasons for being fav-

orable to the Association are not known.

Thue it seems that not too

of this data.
ouch weight can be placed upon the Importance
suggestions, and
There were many different types of comments,

criticisms presented in the queetionnaires.

The majority of them

Parent Teacher Assooaition.
were complimentary in their content for the

those answering the questionThere were 103 comments, or 20.6*. of

naire.
orable.

and 2.2$ were unfavOf these comments 97.8«S were favorable,
typical criticisms, comments,
In the following paragraphs

and suggestions are set forth.
(1)

"I

.

had at our last
enjoyed immensely the speaker we

meeting.

I *ish

we might have more of them as time

and occasion permit."
(2)

meetings
"I enjoyed the few

.

I

have attended, and

parents
from the conversations of other
that a large

I

think

mmber enjoyed them and gained

oonsid-

arable from them."
(3)

.

«T*rr

various reasons

I

T. A.
am unable to attend the P.

meeting, regularly, and as

I

am a newcomer to the

to commit myself.
town, I am not in a position

BuU-I

411 say that

I

thing
think they are a fine

meethave enjoyed immensely the
for a community and
ings I have attended."
(4)

.

P. f A.
parent, do not attend the
.
"It 1* a pity that
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who need it most, and whose children need the

most attention at school.

As one teacher said,

'Those boys and girls who give me the most trouble

are from parents who never attend the P. T. A.

meetings.

I

do not have -o much trouble from chil-

dren whose parents attend the meetings.'"
"I believe in the Parent Teacher Association.

Its

value, it seems to me, depends upon the number of

parents who meet the teachers of their children and
the sympathetic understanding of what the school
is trying to do.

P. T. A. meetings have disap-

pointed me not because of the programs , but because the attendance ie made up largely of people

who do not need the Association as much as do the
greater number of parents who do not come.

The

real job, perhaps impossible, is to get parents

who need the contact most, to meet the teachers."
parents and
"In my opinion cooperation between
teachers is necessary for successful schools.

Teacher
This is made possible through the Parent

Association."
have separate
"I think that e~ch sohool should
whose children
p. T. A. meetings for the parents

much easier
attend that school, as it would be
discuss the indifor the parentdand teachers to

- va-

vldual problems of that school.

I do

not mesa,

however, that the larger central meetings should

be done away with.

Perhaps fewer central meetings

should be held, and that would be a better way to
In my own opinion it is more

solve this problem.

difficult to meet the teachers you would like to

when there are as many present at the meetings
as there are.

I

think that the P. T. A. is a

fine organisation and does much for the community, the parent, and the child."

There were other comments, not stated here, that presented the

criticism that they were
to.

jaable to meet the teachers they desired

As was stated in the last oomment, a good solution would be to

have individual meetings for each school and still have the central
meetings.

Parent
It might well be explained here that the Amherst

the teachers
Teacher Association covers the whole community and all

from the entire school system are included.

The comments indicate

a progressive institution.
that the Association is worth-while, and

A study was made in orderto find out if
ence between the marks:

(l)

t .ere

was any differ-

of those children whose parents are

whose parents are
acquainted with the teachers, and those children
not acquainted with the teachers}

(a)

of those children whose parents

children whose parents
are acquainted with the teachers and those

have only met the teachers;

(3)

*

those children who.e parents
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attend the Parent Teaoher Association and those ohlldren whose parents do not attend the Parent Teaoher Association;

(4) of the chil-

dren whose parents do not attend the Parent Teacher Association,

hut are in favor of it and the marks of those children whose parents
do not attend and are not in favor of the Association.

The marks

of the school children were taken for the first half of this school
year (Sept . 1933 - Feb . 1933)

.

Bach child* s marks for the whole

half year were averaged so as to find his average rank at the midyear.

A scale was then made of ranks from 60-64, 65-69, 70-74,

75-79, 80-84, 85-89 ,

90-—.

Each child 1 s mark was placed in the

rank scale in which that average fell.

For example, a mark of 64

would go in the rank scale in the 60-64 division, and a mark of 76
would fall in the rank scale 75-79 division.

When all of these ave-

of
rages were placed in their respective divisions, the percentage

these of the total in the classification were figured up.

were placed in the two classifications required.

The marks

The average marks

into which
were averaged to find the average of the classification

the individual averages fell.

TABLE

I

A comparison of the marks of children whose parent b
are acquainted with the teachers with the marks of the
children whose parents are not acquainted with the teachers

Acquainted

Not acquainted

with teachers

with teachers

60.64

2.63$

5.83$

65-69

2.64$

9.70$

70-74

34.56$

28 .44$

75.79

35.08$

31.76$

80-84

23.68$

18.44$

85-89

9.64$

5.83$

90

1.75$

0.00$

Average mark

77.41

74.21

A comparison between these t*o classifications

shows that children whose parents are acquainted with
are not
the teachers attain higher marks than those who
acquainted with the teachers.

TABLE II

t o children whose
and the chilteachers
the
with
acquainted
parents are
teachers
the
met
have
only
parents
iioae
dren

A comparison of Kit marks of

Acquainted

Bare only met

with teachers

teachers

60-64

2.63$

5.26$

66-69

2.64#

B.50#

70-74

imK

28.48^

75-79

35.08$

31.04$

80-84

23»b8f&

19.74#

85-39

9.64$

5.98^

90—

l.?5#

o.oojf

Average mark

77.41

74.76

A comparison of these two cl&saif i oat ions shows

teachthat children whose parents are acquainted with the
whoss
children
those
than
mark
average
ers attain a higher
parents have only met the teachers
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table

hi

A comparison of the marks of the children whose
parents attend the Parent Teacher Association meetings
and the marks of the children whose parents do not
attend the Parent Teacher Association meetings but
are in favor of it

Do not attend

Attend meetings

Rank

but

aw rove

60.64

4.364

6.36$

65-69

6. 71$

13.37$

70-74

36.67$

38.66$

75-79

33.42$

32.48$

80-84

20.45$

15.91$

85-39

6.50$

3.32$

90—

1 .34$

0.00$

Average mark

74.34

71.87

A comparison of these two classifications shows

that children whose parents attend the Parent Teacher
Association meetings have higher marks than those chilAssodren whose parents do not attend the Parent Teacher
it.
of
favor
are
in
ciation meetings but
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TABLE IV

A comparison of the marks of the children whose
parents do not attend the Parent Teacher Association
meetings but are in favor of it and the marks of those
children whose parents are not in favor of the Association and who do not attend

Parents in

Parents not

favor

in favor

60-64

6.36$

8.71$

65-69

13.37$

15.21$

70-74

28.66$

34.56$

75-79

33.48$

28.71$

80-84

15.91$

10.43$

85-89

3.32$

2.38$

90—

0.00$

0.00$

Average mark

71.87

69.37

A comparison of these two classifications shows

that children whose parent? are in favor of the Associamark
tion hut do not attend meetings have a higher average
attend
not
do
and
favor
than those whose parents are not in

meetings.

SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSION
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SUMMABY AND CONCLUSION

It was indicated in the section labeled INTERPRETATION OF

DATA that the child ie benefited by the Parent Teacher Association

and that the parent too, receives some benefit from it.

What are

these benefits which the parent and the child receive from the

Parent Teacher Association?

The parent, through the organization,

is kept in touch with the school activities through educational

programs and educational speakers.

Furthermore, the parent has a

chance to become acquainted with the teachers of his children.
The schools put on a program themselves each year for the Association, shoving the work done by each department.

Speakers of note

have been at this Association to lecture on different phases in
education.

The children, of course, benefit indirectly by these

programs through the parents.

The parent, by reooming acquainted

with the teachers of his children, sets up a more friendly fesling
through this acquaintance and makes for a better cooperation between the school and the home.

solved by this means.

Child problems in many oases are

It was shown that a large majority believe

that the Amherst Parent Teacher Association does some good.

It

was also shown that in some oases those not attending the meetings

were in favor of the association.

Investigation concerning the

the Assoparents* belief ae to the benefit the child derived from

the child
ciation showed that by a large majority they considered

benefited by it.

found
Those answering the questionnaire were also

to believe that they received benefit from the Association, And In

some cases those not connected with the Association believed that

they Mere benefited by it.

The question of ./aether or not the com-

munity as a whole was benefited by the Association was found to be
answered in the positive by a very great majority.
conceded the community are social benefits.

The benefits

When people in the

community are provided the common meeting ground by the Parent

Teacher Association, they become better acquainted with each other.
It is only when people are acquainted with each othor that commun-

ity spirit arises, and when community spirit is aroused, it usually

works for the benefit of the community.

The question concerning

whether or not the Parent Teacher Association makes for a better
understanding between parents and teachers resulted in a very large

majority of parents expressing themselves in the positive.

This

Indicates that a large majority of parents believe that the Asso-

ciation makes for a better understanding between parents and teachers,

©lis would also indicate that the child benefits through

this, because a difference in scholastic grades was shown.

When a

the child
teacher, through the parent, has learned to understand

work will be
better, there is every reason to believe that better

accomplished In the classroom.

The child is Influenced by two dif-

the teacher.
ferent persons— in one case the parent; In the other,

child in the classroom
It is generally conceded that * well-behaved
on his rank card.
is given the benefit of good behavior

This
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f&ctor should not be allowed to influence the teacher to give a

child higher rank.
some cases.

However, this fault is really known to exist in

In connection with the foregoing statements it was

shown that in answering the question "Do you believe that the
Amherst Parent Teacher Association makes for a better understanding between teacher and child?" that a large majority responded in
the positive.

The Parent Teacher Association proved to be an

excellent plaoe for the parents to meet the teachers, although it

was found that the acquaintance was not so complete as might be

hoped and expected.

Those attending the meetings, in practically

every case, enjoyed them.
Well attended meetings speak for themselves for the enjoy-

ment of those that attended the meetings.

When attendance at the

meetings of an organisation is fairly regular, as is the case in
this association, then the conclusion may be drawn that the organ-

ization is worth while.
It

was found that in most oases where school superintendents

were favorable to the Parent Teacher Association, that the Association worked in harmony with the school system; and it did not interfere with the school's policies and did not indulge in politics.

In

Association
cases where the sigser intendments were not favorable to the
such a way as to
it was found that the organization interfered in

hinder the school » policies.

On further investigation, it was found

school polithat tnese organizations, because of not understanding
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cies, road* serious blunders.

Politics in one specific instance

worked to the detriment of the school system, while the Association
sponsoring the movement expected it to work out in the opposite way.

A blunder of this sort was in all probability made because of
efficient leadership.

in-

Politics, when brought into an organization,

usually brings discord within the organization itself, because when
controversies are aroused, bad feeling almost invariably accompanies
it.

It will be seen, then, that to have an efficient Association,

harmony must be kept within the Association.

The comments accompany-

ing tue Questionnaire showed by their number that there was much
interest in the organisation.

These comments being in a very great

majority constructive also shows that the people belonging to the
association take interest in its activities.
It

was suggested in one conBsent that smaller meetings of each

discussion of
school should be held because of the fact that the
there are so many
individual problems is difficult to settle where

people concerned as in central meetings.

The central meetings

stated in the comment.
should not, however, be done away with, as was
speakers are hard to obtain,
The reason for this is that educational
for a large group
and accordingly could be more easily procured

than for many small ones.

As a matter of fact, these large meetings

should net be discontinued.
have proved themselves valuable and
not a Parent Teacher AssociaThe question arises whether or

should belong to the state or nationtion, in order to be of value,
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al organization.

Prom the fact that this Association has proved

itself of value, it nay he said that a Parent Teacher Association

does not necessarily have to belong to these higher organisations.
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CONCLUSION

From the data considered in this study, it is possible to
come to some rather definite conclusions)
(l).

The Parent Teacher Association is a benefit to
the community, to the home

,

to the child, to the

school, and to the teacher.
(3).

Efficient leadership is needed for a successful

organization of this type.
(3)

.

The Association is a benefit to the child since

through this intermediary he is benefited sohol-

astically.
(4)

.

Politics should be kept out of Parent Teacher

Associations.
(5)

.

The association should not dictate as to school

policies.
(6)

.

The Amherst Parent Teacher Association, although

not belonging to national or state organizations,
has proved itself of value.
(7)

.

Communities sponsoring Parent Teacher Associations

where there are more than one school concerned
should have a central organization as well as
individual ones for each school concerned.
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